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PwC Services:

PwC has provided an evolving

application management service to

support strategic process and

technology change.

Benefits of using PwC:

The client has renewed its annual

contract with PwC to provide an

outsourced Application Management

service for Oracle Hyperion Financial

Management (HFM). The decision to

renew the contract affirms their

satisfaction with the quality and

continuity of support provided by

PwC and is also seen internally as a

way to significantly reduce the risk of

recruitment and retention costs.

PwC’s knowledge of Oracle HFM has

allowed the client to continually

optimise its consolidation and

budgeting applications to assure best

practice.

“We have developed a strong working

relationship with the PwC team. PwC

continues to offer high quality

resources, supporting the evolution

of our Oracle HFM system in

response to new business and user

requirements.”

Major Global Conglomerate
PwC application management services supports centre of
excellence

Business background

Our client is a key flag bearer for the

Middle East in global investments.

As a holding company, it operates a

highly diversified spectrum of

industrial segments and continues to

play a major role in the Emirate's

rapid economic growth. The client’s

international investments span four

strategic growth areas namely,

transport and logistics, dry docks and

maritime, urban development and

investment and financial services.

As one of the world's largest

corporations, our client’s work

practices are in harmony with

corporate goals, environmental

conservation and social

responsibility. A strong, visionary

leadership has ensured that the

company’s ideas are always

innovative, ambitious and respond to

the needs of sustainable

development.

Meeting the consolidation
challenge

In 2007, the client made the strategic

decision to invest in a software

solution to address the increasing

consolidation challenges posed by a

large, rapidly growing and

geographically dispersed

organisation. Excel was used

throughout the organisation to

manage the consolidation process

and the Finance team felt that a more

flexible, enterprise class platform

was required t

and control throughout its

operating companies. After

examining the market, the Finance

team selected Oracle HFM.

PwC was selected as the right local

partner to advise on system design

and to execute the implementation

that would

monthly, half yearly and annual

consolidation process.

“Our major driver for the new system

was to produce timely consolidated

financial information for the

management to facilitate the decision

making process. We are a globally

spread company, therefore obtaining

and compiling timely information

was the key challenge for us.”

Comprehensive
implementation support

PwC supported all aspects of the

implementation including the system

design, technical implementation

and user training s

response from users has been

positive. Even those who were

initially resistant to change are now,

having used the system, enthusiastic

about the faster, better quality

information which they can use for

their own reporting purposes as well

as meeting the requirements of

central accounting processes.
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Perhaps the most important initiative

delivered by PwC in the early stages,

where developing confidence in the

system was key, was the formation of

a support “centre of excellence”

within the client. Their Finance team

initially planned that PwC would

provide the resources to staff the

centre of excellence for a year whilst

the system bedded in, giving the

client time to recruit their own team.

“We interviewed a great many people

but found it extremely challenging to

find the right combination of

accounting and technical skills to

support the centre of excellence. We

were also concerned about the

additional costs that bringing

someone to the Middle East long

term may incur. We therefore

decided that continuing our

Application Management contract

with PwC reduced our exposure to

additional cost and risk.”

An evolving application for an
evolving business

The Oracle HFM application is

continually evolving. In addition to

providing a consolidation platform

for the client, it is now also used for

budgeting.

“PwC continues to support us as we

evolve our Hyperion Financial

Management system with new

reports or respond to new business

and user requirements.”

The client’s Finance team has

developed a strong working

relationship with the PwC team at all

levels. The Application Management

service PwC provides has allowed the

conglomerate to transform its

consolidation and budgeting

processes in order to achieve its best

practice goals. PwC will continue to

offer this service as long as it delivers

the confidence and control we need.

Working together to achieve
business objectives

PwC worked as an integrated part of

the client’s Finance team.

“We had very clear ideas of what we

wanted to achieve and PwC

contributed more, based on their

significant HFM experience about

how best to exploit the product and

execute the implementation”

An example of this was in the area of

intercompany balances, where PwC

designed and ran a session to discuss

how the client’s finance community

could ensure that the appropriate

checks and balances were inherent in

the system.

The HFM implementation for 100+

users took approximately 16 weeks to

complete and was divided into two

phases. The first phase went live to

the direct reporting units whilst the

second phase saw the application

rolled out deeper into the client

company’s subsidiaries.
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